
We are always listening to great music here. Stop by and see 
what we’re up to in The Lot. Make time for a real-time LIVE con-
cert at August West Amphitheater, Alligator Beach, Hundred Year 
Hall, the flatbed in The Lot or Terrapin Station Dance Hall!

There are many exhibits to encounter on DarkStar including the 
Grateful Dead Museum and Franklin’s Tower Deadhead Expo. 
The blotter acid art museum is on the second floor of the Mars 
Hotel. See the Wall of Sound at the August West Amphitheater. 
DarkStar has a replica of 710 Ashbury, a psychedelic hippie bus 
with a Ken Kesey & Merry Pranksters tribute, and there are two 
Terrapin Stations built using album covers as reference. 
The Grateful Dead Hall of Fame is located in Cumberland MIne. 
Enjoy peace in the Timbers of Fennario. Take a sim-wide tour and 
ride the DarkStar Express!

See how many items you can find in the Grateful Dead Scavenger 
Hunt, and win a dancing bear avatar! Play the “Operator” game 
in the Mars Hotel lobby; there are 48 Grateful Dead characters 
staying in the hotel! Can you find them? Play the Lyric Game in 
Terrapin Station and the GD Song Title Game in Franklins Tower. 
There are 12 lost Grateful Dead tickets on DarkStar; join the 
GroundScore Hunt!

The best thing about DarkStar is our growing happy family. Many 
friends call DarkStar “home”.  We enjoy hangin’ out together and 
sharing the music and good vibes.

DarkStar

Terrapin Station, DarkStar

DARKSTAR is a sim-wide themed experience dedicated to the Grateful Dead, its fans and the culture surrounding it.



AUGUST  WEST  AMPHITHEATER
features a full scale replica of 

the Wall of Sound. Live music  is 
presented here by streaming live 
music into the simulated venue.



AUGUST  WEST  AMPHITHEATER
The stage can be changed in  

endless ways for different events.



AUGUST  WEST  AMPHITHEATER
The audience can move around, 
interact with each other, dance  
and even fly.



AUGUST  WEST  AMPHITHEATER



TERRAPIN STATION
Dance Hall



TERRAPIN STATION Dance Hall -
Streaming audio of a live concert 
can be enhanced by slideshows 
of the actual concert as they post 
online - when video is not available.



ALLIGATOR BEACH
“outdoor” concert venue



ALLIGATOR BEACH
“outdoor” concert venue

HUNDRED YEAR HALL
intimate concert venue on  
the third floor of Mars Hotel



DARKSTAR DRIVE-IN
deadvids.com continual 

streaming video and 
Friday Movie Nights



EVENTS

HALLOWEEN PARTY-
Safari Theme

TIKI PARTY CONCERT



CRAZY FINGERS ARTS FESTIVAL
A week-long event on Darkstar 

featuring several events. 

Residents contributed to this 
community sculpture for 

Jerry Garcia’s birthday.



DARKSTAR HIPPIE STACK-
DarkStar residents create a 
giant stack of hippies.



You can ride the  
DARKSTAR EXPRESS train 

around the whole sim.

DARKSTAR EXPRESS
inside view



Inside the TERRAPIN STATION 
DEPOT is a tribute to Grateful 

Dead railroad songs.

710 HOUSE
and Further Bus.

Inside the MARS HOTEL
is an extensive LSD museum 

featuring a history and 
who’s-who of acid, 

blotter acid art and a special 
section about the Acid Tests.

The Hundred Year Hall is on the 
third floor for special events, 

and the hotel lobby on the first 
floor features an interactive 

Grateful Dead character game.



MARS HOTEL LOBBY

CLUES from the  
Operator Game housed 
in the hotel lobby.

CLUES from the  
Operator Game housed 
in the hotel lobby.



SCAVENGER HUNT ITEMS

DETAILS CAN BE VERY TINY
like these clues from the Dark-

Star Scavenger Hunt.

CRICKET AND CICADA

ROCK & RYE



CUMBERLAND MINE
houses the Grateful Dead Hall 

of Fame.

Timeline from the 
GRATEFUL DEAD MUSEUM


